Subject: Public Comment: 3 - Orange
From: Kathleen Fay <kathleen.fay@citizensredistricting.com>
Date: Tue, 12 Jul 2011 19:35:49 +0000
To: "Citizens Redistricting Commission"

Message Body:
Hard to tell from the maps, but there is an area of Aliso Viejo that has more in common with Laguna Beach than the rest of Aliso Viejo. A small section of AV is in LB school district, and so gets LB parking passes, kids go to LB sports teams, residents may serve on LB boards, etc. Neighborhood south of Aliso Creek, immediately east of and adjacent to El Toro Road; and neighborhood south of Calle Corte and west of Westwing, east of El Toro and north of Aliso Creek, are both in LB sphere of influence. (Used to be unincorporated Orange County, then became part of AV upon AV expansion, development, and cityhood in 2000.)

--
This mail is sent via contact form on Citizens Redistricting Commission
I oppose reassignment of Rossmoor to Richardson's Long Beach District. Politics of Long Beach are notorious as is Laura Richardson's conduct as congresswoman.